
Welcome to
Neighbors

Neighbor Post
Lost Pet
32nd Street
6:08am

Neighborhood Update
Found Pet
32nd Street
6:32am

Neighbors brings your community together to help cre-
ate safer neighborhoods. With real-time crime and safety 
notifications from your neighbors, public safety agencies 
and the Ring team, Neighbors proactively keeps you in 
the know.

1. Define the radius around
your neighborhood.

2. Get real-time safety information
from your neighbors.

3. Stay connected and share alerts.

4. Work with neighbors and public
safety agencies to make your
neighborhood safer.

Neighborhood Update
Safety Alert
W. Moore Ave
7:15am
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Build a Ring of Security 
around your home.

Try the free
Neighbors App.
Join the millions of neighbors who use the App to help 
make their neighborhoods safer.

Together we can make 
neighborhoods safer. 

Video Doorbells
Get instant mobile alerts when people come to your door, 
so you can see, hear and speak to visitors from your phone, 
tablet and PC.

Security Cams
Armed with 1080HD video, two-way talk and motion-act-
ivated alerts, Ring Security Cams let you watch over your 
property from anywhere.

At Ring, we believe that stronger communities are the key
to safer neighborhoods. That’s why we’re driven to create 
products that help you protect what matters most at home 
and empower you to connect with your neighbors from 
wherever you are.

www.ring.com

Alarm Security
Ring Alarm sends you instant mobile alerts whenever doors 
or windows open in your home. With 24/7 professional  
monitoring and cellular backup for only $10 a month, 
whole-home security has never been this affordable.

Accessories
From Solar Chargers to Doorbell Chimes, Install Kits and 
more, our lineup of custom accessories will help you get 
the most out of your Ring of Security.

Smart Lighting 
Create a whole-home security system with motion-act-
ivated lights with smart controls. Best of all, choose from 
new solar-powered options for added flexibility. 

Video Doorbell 4 
Upgraded doorbell 

camera with improved 
video previews.

Floodlight Cam 
Hardwired HD cam with

floodlights and siren.

Video Doorbell Wired
Our smallest wired 
doorbell camera.

Stick Up Cam
Indoor/outdoor HD cam that 

goes almost anywhere. 

Video Doorbell 3 
Our next-generation
doorbell, upgraded.

Spotlight Cam
Battery or Wired 

Battery-powered or plug-in
HD cam with lights and siren.

Video Doorbell Pro
Sleek design with

advanced security.

Spotlight Cam Solar  
Solar-powered HD cam with 
two-way talk and spotlights.


